
 
 

PROFICIENCY EXAM ANSWER KEY FOR GROUP B 

 

 

A. You will hear part of a discussion between two language experts, George Steadman and 

Angela 

Conti, who are talking about how advances in communication are affecting English usage. 

For questions 1-5, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which fits best according to what you 

hear. (1x5=5pts) 

 

1. What point is made about the effect of the internet on language? 

a) It will radically alter the way grammar rules are followed. 

b) It will bring about more changes than TV and radio have. 

c) It is making the standard written form of language obsolete. 

d) It may have less serious consequences than feared. 

 

2. When discussing the main criticism of text messaging, George reveals 

a) his doubt as to how widespread the criticism is. 

b) his concern that there is insufficient research. 

c) his understanding of the annoyance some people feel. 

d) his certainty that the criticism is totally unfounded. 

 

3. What view is stated about abbreviations in texting? 

a) Adults are just as much to blame for them as teenagers. 

b) They are not as novel as many people imagine. 

c) Some are beginning to enter official documents  

d) They are mainly to be found in commercial messages. 

 

4. When discussing the new genre of text-poetry, both researchers agree that 

a) it has potential if the writer is gifted. 

b) limiting a poem to a fixed number of letters is unhelpful. 

c) the means of delivery is effective. 

d) it will never match some of the traditional verse forms. 

 

5. What final conclusion do both the researchers reach about the state of English 

today? 

a) Children’s written style is improving significantly. 

b) The pace of change is unprecedented. 



 
 

c) The negative predictions about its decline are mistaken. 

d) Language development need no longer be a concern in schools. 

 

B: You will hear a journalist reporting on a scientific expedition to a volcano in Papua New Guinea. 

For questions 6 – 10, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase. (1x5=5pts) 

 

 To provide for the team, (6) SWEET PATATOES were grown in the jungle six months in 

advance. 

 A new species of caterpillar may be given a name based on the (7) EYEBROWS of a well-known 

politician. 

 Naturalist Steve Backshall’s search for new species was concentrated around the (8) STREAMS 

inside the crater. 

 By using what’s known as a (9) CAMERA TRAP the team was able to discover one of the 

world’s largest rats. 

 As part of the expedition, some members of the team tried to make a map of the (10) CAVES on 

another island. 

 

 

C. You will hear five short extracts in which students talk about doing an internship, 

professional work experience in a company. For questions 11 – 15, choose from the list (A – 

H), what unexpected experience each speaker had during their internship. (1x5=5pts) 

 

 

A. making useful contacts  

B. being offered a permanent 

job 

 

C. attending high-level 

meetings  
11. Speaker 1  __B______ 

D. being given a lot of 

responsibility  
12. Speaker 2  ___G_____ 

E. making life-long friends 13. Speaker 3  ___D_____ 

F. using cutting-edge 

technology  
14. Speaker 4  ___H_____ 

G. making a future career 

decision 
15. Speaker 5  ____F____ 

H. winning an award   
 

 

 

 



 
 

    PART 2. USE OF ENGLISH (45 POINTS)     

 

 

A. Circle the correct answer.    (15 points) 

 

1. As a migraine develops, pain ___________worsens and chemicals from the brain stems 

cause spasms in the brain’s blood vessels. 

a) synthetically      b)confidentially c) productively      d) progressively      e) recklessly  

 

2. The separation of people _______ categories is one of the most important ways in which 

one group asserts and maintains its dominance ________ another.  

a) from / by       b) into / over     c) at / for      d) to / with       e) on / through      

 

3. Several studies have recently shown that, ___________ popular stereotypes, most 

grandparents do not wish to take on a parental role toward their grandchildren. 

a) nevertheless         b) for the sake of    c) owing to         d) contrary to        e) by means 

of          

 

4. Leaders with different political styles have launched daring projects to take Japan out 

of the economic recession, but in the long run, they may _____________colliding with 

each other. 

a) fight off          b) give in         c) act out      d) make out          e) end up          

 

5. Weighed down by _________ debt, the company was forced to consider bankruptcy. 

a)  excessive           b) area         c) sole       d) maintenance  e) preliminary  

 

6. Mary's decision to invite Michael to the birthday party was part of her _______ to get 

Michael and his aunt Gladys to talk to each other again. 

a) component     b) vision     c) scheme     d ) bond  e) subordinate   

 

7. All hypotheses _____ several re-examinations before a working hypothesis is created 

and research can begin. 

a) outbreak           b) exceed        c) dismiss    d) undergo    e) decay     

 

8. Before you can get a patent for your invention, you must write a document that includes 

its ____ and a detailed description of how it works. 

a) specialist      b) specific       c) special  d) specify     e) specifications  

 

9. Shanghai is the primary manufacturing region of China because their ____ can support 

businesses and suppliers very effectively.  

a) infrastructure        b)  estate  c) attitude    d) attitudinal  e) attribute  

 

10. A strong dedication to originality and student freedom ____ the teacher's decisions 

about projects and assignments. 

a) disposes    b)  underlies    c) specifies    d) denotes    e) devotes  

 

11. Because the height of the camera was not _____, the actors were forced to stand on 

platforms to complete the scene. 

a) adjustment     b) unadjusted    c) adjusting     d) adjustable      e) adjust   



 
 

 

12. Foreign competition has meant that there is less demand for domestic cars, and so our 

auto workers are now ___________of losing their jobs. 

a) on behalf      b)in touch  c) in charge       d) for the sake     e) under thread       

 

13. European Union foreign ministers have urged the Serb authorities to _______ the two 

fugitives by the end of the March.  

a) take off      b) step down       c) tidy up      d) set out      e) turn over       

 

14. Classifying is a fundamental cognitive process that refers to the sorting of objects, 

events, living things, and phenomena into clusters according to their ________ 

characteristics.  

a) ultimate      b) common    c) necessary       d)  additional   e) relative   

 

15. At present, the rate of economic growth is very satisfactory, but __________ when 

foreign competition makes itself felt, this will not be the case. 

a) effectively b) enthusiastically  c) preferably  d) considerably    e) eventually  

 

B. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs.(10 pts) 

 

1-is caused 

2- had developed 

3-to disrupt 

4-were seen /would look 

5-losst 

6-seems /was 

7-imposed 

8-hear /have 

9-watching 

10-will be called 

C. Chose the best answer. (10 pts) 

 

1-B 

2-C 

3-E 

4-D 

5-C 

6-A 

7-B 

8-D 

9-B 

10-A 



 
 

 

D.Dialogue-1 Complete the dialogue with a suitable statement in the following table. (5 

pts) 

 

 

-6-a. You can park on the street, but you have to pay attention to the rules. 

-3-b. Are there any other spots available to me? 

-2- c.You have an assigned place in the back of the building with your apartment 

number on it. 

-7-d. What are the rules? 

-10-e. Yes, they are. If you don't pay them they may tow your car away. 

 

 

E. Dialogue-2 Complete the dialogue with a suitable statement in the following table. (5 

pts) 

 

-2-a.. Well, you are behind in your rent; it's a 30-day notice to vacate 

-4-b. You have been late with your rent several times now. I am filing suit for 

back rent to protect myself.. 

-1-c. I received an eviction notice from you, and I don't understand what it means. 

-9-d. I will go get the money right now. 

-6-e. This notice is to let you know that you will be evicted by a sheriff if you 

don't make good on your rent  
 

 

PART 3. READING  (20 POINTS) 

 

A. Read the article and correct the factual mistakes in the sentences below. (2x5=10 

Pts.) 

B. By early 1873, many more people were buying Levi’s jeans.____the end of________ 

C. The dark blue colour was very popular because it hid the rivets on the miners’ 

trousers. ______marks____ 

1. Strauss set up his business in Panama in 1853. He began by selling products needed by the 

miners. ______ San Francisco__________ 

D. Levi Strauss moved to Bavaria in 1829.__was born in______________ 

________________ 

E. The first Levi’s jeans were made from denim. __canvas______________ 

 



 
 

B.Read the short paragraph and find synonyms (a word that means the same) for the 

words and phrases in bold in sentences 1-5. (2x5=10 Pts.) 

 

1. Our country is going through a period when the economy is doing very badly and many 

people are losing their jobs. ___recession__________    
       
  

2. He is selling it for $100, but the usual price is closer to $120.  ____market value________  

   

 

3. She lived in extremely poor conditions. ___poverty__________ 

 

4. It is not easy to find people who will put their money into new businesses. 

___investor__________ 

 

5. Building larger shops will lead to a rise in goods being bought by consumers.          

_____retail sale________  

 

PART 4. WRITING  (10 POINTS) 

A. Writing (10 pts) 

Choose one of the following topics and write a 5- paragraph essay of 300 - 350 words. Use 

specific details and examples to support your opinions. Pay attention to the format and 

organization of your essay. Please write neatly and legibly. 

Answers will vary. 

 

 


